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Ⅰ. Unit Title 
   'Clothing' 
 - How do I look?-

Ⅱ. Explanation of Theme and Language Foci 
  This unit aims at the first grade of university students. The whole subject is about ‘Clothing’ and subtitle is ‘How do I look?’ The reason I select this theme is that people always care about what they wear and of course university school students are included. Through this unit, using many adjectives and adverbs when describing something like clothing style will be appropriate to teach.
  
Ⅲ. Language Foci
Language Foci
Examples

Nouns
Vintage, Vogue, Jacket, Plaid, Striped shirt
Progressive
‘She is wearing a hoop skirt.’
'I’m looking for a beautiful dress.'
‘He is always wearing the silly pants!’
Present tense
' I like to wear many accessories.'
'She always wears the red scarf'
Past tense
(Past progressive tense)
‘She wore a yellow coat and a pink skirt.’ 
‘I think he was wearing woolen pants.’
Adjectives
'Jin Ho looks great with that striped pants.'
'The Korean traditional clothes, Han Bok, is very sophisticated.'
Adverbs
‘The designer made the fashion show fascinatingly.'
'He looked fantastic yesterday!'
'She always wears fashionably.'
Auxiliary verbs
‘I will wear the clothes my mother gave me for tomorrow.’
‘Shall we watch the show tonight?’
‘I should have worn sexy clothes when I went there.’ 
Comparative/
Superlative
‘I prefer skirt more than pants.'
'Joan is wearing a shorter sweat than the sweat that Jane is wearing.'
‘The fashion model I like the most is him.’
Questions
‘What do you want to wear for the party?'
'Is the model going to participate in the show?'
'Will you watch the fashion show tonight?'

 
Ⅳ. Objectives(SWBATs) 
Students will be able to, 
a.	describe something like clothing using adjectives and adverbs. 
(ex: ‘I have to look great tonight in the party!’ ‘Her skirt fits closely.’)
b.	use progressive tense while explaining style. 
(ex: ‘The model was wearing almost nothing in the show.’, ‘I’m wearing the belt you like.’)
c.	compare things using comparatives and superlatives. 
(ex: ‘I would like to make this coat shorter.’, ‘The shorter, the better.’, ‘Cute look is the best for me.’ 
d.	know the difference between the usage of progressive and present tense. 
(ex: He always wears the pants. -> It is his habit. 
Vs. He is always wearing the pants! -> It is annoying me.
e.	use auxiliary verbs when they talk about clothing knowing the meaning. (ex: ‘I didn’t wear the jacket yesterday. I should have worn that!’, 
-> Regret.
‘I didn’t go to the party so I don’t know but I’m sure that she must have put on the showy bracelet again.’ -> Assure.
‘She would wear the neck lace for the party.’ -> Habit.

Ⅴ. Prerequisites and what was done in previous lessons. How does this unit build on what has been learned? 

Students need to 
a.	know colors. (ex: red skirt, blue shirt)
b.	know words related to clothing and accessories. (ex: vintage, pants, skirt, sox, jacket, belt, suspenders, bonnet, trousers, plaid)
c.	know about the difference between general auxiliary verbs and aux. + have + p.p. (ex: I should wear.. vs. I should have worn.. )
d.	know when ‘s’ is added. (ex: She wears skinny pants, He wears…. Vs. We wear funky uniforms, I wear…  
‘He watches the fashion show every weekend.’
e.	know about present perfect. (ex: He has held fashion shows for 3 months.)
f.	know how to use adjectives and adverbs. 
g.	be able to make questions. (ex: What are you going to wear?)
h.	understand the comparatives and the superlatives.
i.	know adverbs are usually formed by adding ‘ly’ to adjectives. (ex: great + ly = greatly(ad.))
j.	know adjectives after the verb ‘look’ can be adverbs. (ex: He looked cool with that feather jacket.) 
 
Ⅵ. Procedures 
ⅰ.  Intro 
a.	Reviewing the last class' lesson briefly. 
b.	Playing a fashion show video clip. 
ⅱ. Warm-up 
a.	Teacher explains when and where the show was held and what the title was. 
b.	Teacher also describes the style the models are wearing in the video clip. 
c.	Students might learn about styles simply. 

Ⅶ. Main Activities

Activity 1 – Which one do you prefer? 

1. Language Skill: Speaking and Listening
2. Materials: Several pictures of fashion styles.
3. Procedures
    Warm-up
1	To draw students' attention to the lesson, teacher asks students at the beginning of the class showing pictures through a computer; “which style do you prefer?” Students might answer, “I like to look cute. I like that skirt, that’s cute.”                                                     Teacher keeps asking students about their favorite styles and showing pictures.
2	Teacher makes students find a partner and let them talk about their favorite style and what they are wearing to each other. 
3	Students may use English language from the language foci. (ex: I like to wear short skirt, I’m wearing a fantastic belt now)
4. Assessment: Teacher assesses students through observing them and taking notes without making them nervous. 
Teacher might watch carefully if they are interested in the title or not and how active they are. 

Activity 2 – What should I wear? Let’s make an avatar!
1. Language Skills: Listening, Speaking 
2. Materials: Avatar that is made by a teacher, materials for making avatars
3. Procedure
     Warm-up
1	Teacher shows an avatar that teacher made to the students through a computer and describes what the avatar is wearing. 
2	Teacher makes students into several groups and gives them materials for making avatars. (the material should be like paper doll with many kinds of clothes) 
(If every student is able to use computer they might be better use computer to make his own avatar.)
3	Teacher gives each title to groups (ex: group 1: party clothes, group 2: office look, group3: a student, group 4: cute look). 
4	After students make their own avatar, they would stand in front of the class and describe about the clothing of the avatar. 
Ex) Making an avatar
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4. Assessment: Teacher observes students while students are describing their avatars. Teacher should check whether students are using language foci specially adjectives and adverbs or not. 


Activity 3 – What did he say? 
1. Language Skills: Listening, Writing
2. Materials: Pictures of Valentino products (another brand could be used), Articles about Valentino, Video clips (Valentino), paper that addresses filling in gaps. 
2. Procedure
     Warm-up
1 Teacher shows several pictures of Valentino and his products describing them, using language foci. Students listen carefully.
2 Teacher gives 2articles about Valentino, who is famous for fashion brand, and makes students read it considering language foci. Then students might learn who Valentino is. Teacher also can make them guess important words using the articles.
Ex)
The original article…………
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The work sheet…….
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2 Then Teacher plays a video clip related to Valentino. Students listen and watch the video clip. 
3 Teacher gives students the paper that addresses filling in gaps based on the video. 

Ex) 

">[Notes:ANCHOR VOICE] Italian fashion giant Valentino...putting on his last ever ready to wear show - at Paris Fashion Week.

[Notes:Sound up] It's not quite the designer's last hurrah.

His final haute couture display is set for Paris in January.
He blinked back tears on the catwalk.

:SOT: "I feel wonderful because I did what I want and to make my audience very happy, to enjoy it, and to see a collection and this collection I think leaves something; if you think about Valentino you think about this last ready to wear collection, this is very important to me." 

For months Valentino - who's 75 - insisted he had no plans to retire.

But a private equity firm's purchase of the Valentino Fashion Group - which owns his label, may have influenced his decision.

Valentino said he plans to travel, design costumes for opera and ballet and to create a foundation to house his creations.


4. Assessment : Assess through the work sheets. 
Teacher might watch whether students listen carefully or not. 


Activity 4 – What is this style’s name? 

1. Language Skills: Reading, Writing and Listening
2. Materials: Several pictures of fashion look (such as ‘grunge look’, ‘vintage look’, ‘sexy look’, ‘marine look’, ‘lingerie look’), matching paper, paper written fashion terms only, pencil
3. Procedure
    Warm-up
1	At the beginning of the activity, teacher shows pictures of fashion look to students and asks “What is this style’s name?” 
2	Students think about the name and make a guess of the answer. 
3	Teacher says the answer and describes how the fashion look is. 
4	Teacher gives matching paper out to students. Students have to match the explanation and the fashion look. 
Ex) Fashion terms matching paper
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5	Teacher also gives the students the papers that fashion terms only (such as ‘fad’, ‘vogue’, ‘high fashion’, ‘vintage look’, ‘lingerie look’) are written. 
6	Students might have to make their own definitions about the terms. 

4. Assessment : Teacher assesses through the work sheet .

Ex) The work sheet
<Making own definitions about fashion terms> 

	Sexy look: _________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
	Gatsby look: _____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
	Madonna look: __________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
	New look: __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
	Rider’s look: _____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
	Lingerie look: ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
	Leggy look: ____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
 


Activity 5 – What is it like? 

1. Language Skills: Speaking and listening
2. Materials: Powerpoint, video clips
3. Procedure
      Warm-up 
 1) Presentation
    1    Teacher shows several pictures of brands’ products to students and describes them using language foci. 
       2    Students search the internet for information of specific fashion brand or a specific fashion term such as punk look, grunge look and make a power point based on the information.
       3    Students have to describe about the characteristic of the brand or the fashion term in front of the class and they might have to make it descriptive (using various adjectives and adverbs)
       4    Video clips and pictures about the brand or the fashion term should be used. 
 2) Interview
       1    Each student finds a partner. One might be a reporter and the other may be a fashion designer. 
       2    The designer should describe about his fashion show using language foci. 

      
4. Assessment : Teacher assesses students based on several criteria.

Ex)

Students Presentation Grading Criteria

Members:

Category
Points and comments
Language Foci (10points)
The use of fashion terms. 
	How descriptive is it? Do they use enough adj./adv. When describing the style? 


Presentation skills (10points)
Do they speak loudly and clearly?
Do they keep eye contact? 
Do they speak with intonation? 
Do they take jestures?

Time (5 points)
-  Did the group finish the presentation in time (20 minutes)?
- Did all the group members divide time fairly?

Preparation (5points)
Did they use video clip and pictures for the presentation? If did, how was it? Was it clear?
Did they use power point? 



Other comments :


▪Ⅶ .Follow ups
1.	Teacher makes students into several groups. Teacher makes them do a role play. 
The situation is this: Several students act as employees at a shop and other students act as customers who want to buy some clothes and accessories. When they play, they might have to describe what they are looking for. They should use language foci. 
2.	Students can go to watch a fashion show and writes about the show by themselves.
3.	Teacher and students can watch a video clip such as fashion show or anything about specific fashion term(ex: watching a video clip of Sex Pistols for describing punk look) and teacher asks students about the characteristics of the clothing.

▪Ⅷ .Whole assessment
1.	Making port folio
	Students might have to take pictures of them selves with specific styles. 
	Monday: Sexy look, Tues day: Cute look, Wednesday: Vintage look… 
	They might have to write about the style in detail below the picture. 
	10 pictures with explanations will be assessed. Teacher checks carefully whether they are using language foci or not.

Ex:
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2.	Journal
	A journal about the history of one specific style -> How the style was created, where it was started, what is it like could be concluded.

-> Teacher generally assesses …. 
Whether each paragraph has its own topic sentence or not. 
Whether the journal has its power of expression. 
Whether the student uses many adjectives and adverbs or not. 
Whether the journal is more than 3 pages. (It should be more than 3 pages.)



▪Ⅸ .Helpful websites
http://tvout.joins.com/" http://tvout.joins.com/
http://maku.jp/clothes.php" http://maku.jp/clothes.php
http://qtv.freechal.com/Movie/QTVMovieView.asp?docid=70946" http://qtv.freechal.com/Movie/QTVMovieView.asp?docid=70946


Articles………..
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